
Cybee DAO

What is Cybee DAO?

Cybee DAO stands for the decentralized autonomous organization mechanism of the

Cybee community. We are running this community-owned blockchain project, where big

decisions are raised and voted on by community members, implemented by the Cybee

team, and supervised by the council.

Cybee will grow into a fully decentralized Dapps and Games platform. It is a consensus in

the metaverse to control the people who create and play in the gamefi ecosystem.

Through the DAO, you are in control of the policies created to determine how Cybee

behaves: for example, what kinds of DAO rewards and frequency of distributing rewards

are allowed (or disallowed) after applying the Cybee Ecosystem.

Cybee DAO will possess the majority of Cybee Assets， including but not limited to

Cybee NFT selling profits， transaction fees in the second market, and incomes

brought by Gamefi ecosystems. All these will be employed to operate the DAO

community, subsidize DAO development, and benefit everyone in the community.

In such a way we can realize community autonomy. The team can always stand on

the same side with community members and harness together to build the entire

Cybee Ecosystem.



What is Cybee?

Cybee Miniverse is one of the civilizations out of the Milky Way Galaxy, with a mature but

crowded metaverse. There are 1 million Cybee NFTs generated in the Miniverse. Aiming to

start Universal Immigration, Cybee Miniverse plans to build the largest and most

accessible, and prosperous community here.

Cybee NFTs are a massive collection of algorithmically generated robot NFTs that come in

batches. The first series on Polygon Blockchain currently consists of 10,000 Cybee, which

are the pioneers of Cybee Miniverse coming into the Earth. Cybee NFTs can be regarded

as memberships in Cybee DAO, with which members can join in the democratic

governance of this project and participate in the future Dapps and Games cooperating

with Cybee DAO.



Cybee DAO Initiators



Cybee DAO Operation Management

The community will propose and vote on policy updates, future NFT functions to be

allowed inside the Cybee ecosystem, and whatever the community deems relevant.

Voting takes place in the Cybee DAO Club.

What kind of things can you propose/vote on?

Over the coming year, we’ll be scheduling votes to decide on a range of issues, including

(but not limited to):

❖ Cybee DAO supervision team

❖ Functions of Cybee NFT properties(Cybee Gallery)

❖ Cybee 3D NFT

❖ Cybee NFT derivatives

❖ Development of Cybee Ecosystem

❖ Multi-sign account management for DAO treasury

❖ Size of marketplace fees

❖ Election and Replacing members of the Council.

❖ Distribution from Copyright income of NFTs



Mission and Values

Mission

Cybee DAO is to build the largest, most a�ordable, and most accessible DAO Community.

In the near future, Cybee DAO is going to become the biggest metaverse IP with over 1

million active users. To fulfill this target, we will cooperate with developers and game

manufacturers. They will design customized Dapps and games for the Cybee DAO

community.

★ High-quality NFTs with a�ordable prices and fewer gas fees but larger

appreciation.

★ Aim to build the largest, a�ordable, and accessible NFT Community.

★ Grow into a fully decentralized Metaverse platform with unique Cybee IP

★ Create together, grow together, share together

Values

Cybee's metaverse value

In the future, most of our society will become an online virtual world. Our work, life, and

study will be carried out in the virtual world. The value of virtual assets is huge. From now

on, you can equip metaverse assets for the future. Cybee NFT is a completely transparent

and data-checkable metaverse project, and every transaction above can be queried on

the chain, so all the dividends and airdrops promised by Cybee are publicly visible.

Cybee long-term value

At the same time, this is a metaverse asset that is very worthy of long-term holding.

Unlike many other metaverses (Sandbox, Bored Ape) that have thousands of dollars in

entry barriers, Cybee is all about creating a metaverse community that everyone can

enjoy. This is not a game for a few giant whales.



Our current community has 16K members, and it is still expanding. We are committed to

becoming a huge community with 1 million users. If only 10,000 NFTs are sold, very few

blockchain companies will design Dapps and games for this. However, as Cybee is a

community of millions of NFT users, Dapp and game manufacturers are happy to apply

IPs with a huge community base like us, and many Dapps will be created for us. Cybee

will then become a giant metaverse platform.

The entire metaverse is still in the early stage. We are not only working on a single game

ecosystem. Our team has designed and disclosed the renaming function and is

developing a 3D model. More new functions will continue to be developed, and we are

committed to connecting di�erent blockchain applications for a long time, including

various game ecosystems, and the value of our products will be revealed with the overall

development of the Metaverse.

Cybee DAO value

DAO is known as Decentralized Autonomous Organization, which is di�erent from

common blockchain projects where developers control the entire project assets and

manage the community. Cybee DAO emphasizes the co-governance of everyone, and

everyone can take a share of the project's appreciation and growth. For example, the IP

copyright fee obtained by the ecosystem development can be shared by the community.

The invite-to-earn game can bring every member selling profits. Each member can make

his/her own opinion a proposal and the whole community can vote on it. Under the idea

of   freedom, democracy, and equality, the community can survive and expand for a long

time.



Cybee Ecosystem

Sales Revenue Distribution
All Cybee NFTs will be sold on cybee.io, and the sales revenue will be credited to the

Cybee DAO wallet. After deducting all expenses for project operation, including but not

limited to Invite to Earn incentives, sta� salaries and marketing expenses, a portion of the

net sales revenue will be distributed to all �CBD holders in a fixed time, such as quarterly

or annually. The amount will be calculated based on the proportion of their holdings.

Holders can withdraw the income on the o�cial website.

To ensure the transparency of Cybee DAO, it will be announced on the o�cial website

later. Everyone can check the balance.

Utility of Cybee NFT
Cybee NFTs come out in batches,  each batch will have di�erent themes. The properties

of Cybee will be shown on the website. The 3D figure of Cybee will come out later and will

be airdropped to holders, which will be applied in the Cybee Ecosystem.

Once you get a Cybee , you will have the following benefits:

❖ Ownership and commercial usage rights

❖ Ticket to Invite to earn and get ETH rewards

❖ Airdrop 3D Cybee and Cybee NFT Derivatives

❖ Play games and earn �CBD in Cybee Ecosystem

❖ Vote on projects and proposals in Cybee DAO

https://cybee.io/


What is �CBD?

�CBD stands for Cybee DAO token. In total, 10,000,000,000 �CBD tokens are issued by

Cybee DAO and can be traded on Sushiswap. �CBD tokens can be regarded as the early

stocks of Cybee DAO and the currency that circulates in the whole ecosystem.

�CBD Contract Address:

0x9B812C65529eC7d20ab630235ae20fde022c8aD3

�CBD tokenomics

Utility Token

�CBD token is designed as the currency that circulates in the whole ecosystem. In Cybee

miniverse it will be great assets and used in massive scenes, including (but not limited to):

https://etherscan.io/token/0x9b812c65529ec7d20ab630235ae20fde022c8ad3


❖ Revenue Distribution from Cybee DAO

❖ Vote on projects and proposals in Cybee DAO

❖ Trade Cybee NFT in the future Marketplace

❖ The main trading currency in Cybee Ecosystem

❖ Update your Cybee and buy props  in future Games

The Lockup mechanism

Cybee DAO is committed to establishing the biggest NFT and Gamefi community. The

first 10,000 Cybee NFTs have been minted out. They can be traded in the secondary

market in Opensea. The team and partnerships have achieved an agreement on the

lockup mechanism of the rest 990K Cybee NFTs. It means that before all are minted out,

they can’t be traded on any secondary market.

Make it bigger together

Newly minted Cybees will be locked up to reduce the bad influences which may be

caused by fluctuation in the secondary market prices and paper hands in the short run.

We advocate for each Cybee member who truly understands this DAO project and who is

willing to stand with us to hold Cybee NFT for a longer time and make the community

bigger together.

Powerful Cybee DAO

With more than 300k holders in Cybee DAO, which will empower the community and

ecosystem, Cybee will be a great IP in the metaverse. It will attract huge numbers of

developers to develop more Dapps! Not only the professional developers but also the

community members can contribute here.

Rewards from Ecosystem

With the integration of more and more Dapps and the improvement of the entire

ecosystem, Cybee NFT and �CBD tokens will be great assets in the Cybee Ecosystem,

which will bring you more generous rewards than ever!



Invite to Earn

What is Invite to Earn?

INVITE TO EARN is a game in that you can share your invite link to your friends

anywhere, like Twitter, Telegram, etc. For each successfully invited mint, you will get

generous ETH rewards and withdraw whenever you want!

Millstones and ETH rewards are as followings:

You will be granted the roles and the rewards based on your  invites:

Invite to Earn levels and how it works:

Level 1:the invitees brought by your I2E links

Level 2:the invitees from your direct invitees in level 1



How to invite to earn?

Step 1:

Pose a tweet of your Cybee on Twitter, share the I2E links to di�erent socials (The I2E link

will only be given on cybee.io after you mint a Cybee).

Step2:

Your friends need to click your link and mint Cybees successfully  (notice: only the

invitees mint Cybee NFTs via your I2E link or your first and second levels’ of invitees

count).

Step 3:

The ETH rewards will be dropped to your account, you can withdraw them whenever you

want on our o�cial site.



Cybee Gallery

Cybee will be a community-driven project, so all component functions can be defined and

voted in Cybee Gallery. Welcome everyone to submit which can be used by the Gamefi

manufacturers in the Cybee ecosystem.

Each Cybee holder can edit his Cybee’s stories there. If the Cybee NFT is sold,  the new

Cybee holder can also continue the stories. In this way, Cybee Gallery will become a place

full of memories and interesting plots, which may also be applied by the Gamefi

manufacturers later.

The functions of Cybee components can be edited and altered by new proposals. It

means Cybee functions are changeable and adaptable to di�erent genres of games.

Cybee’s functions will play a more significant role in the ecosystem.  Because the original

rarities will not be the only important elements of Gamefi, the future of Cybee Gamefi is

decided by the majority of Cybee holders.

Cybee Hall

Cybee Hall will be the first station in Cybee miniverse where Cybee DAO members can

visit and play. Cybee Hall will be a 3D space where all 3D Cybee NFT characters can

explore. It is also a social platform where you can interact and even talk with each other.

Hope you will have a great time there!

Cybee Hall will connect with di�erent branches of the ecosystem where you can enter

various multi-metaverses. Entrances of these Games will be inserted there. When Cybee

Hall is established, Cybee team will first open it to Cybee holders and visitors and then

introduce game manufacturers to the hall. Game maps and fundamental scenarios will

also be displayed here. Thus viewers can have a whole picture of our gamefi

development in Cybee Hall.



Cybee Dapp and GameFi Ecosystem

Cybee aims to establish the biggest Dapp and Gamefi platform, so we will cooperate with

more developers and game manufacturers to enrich our ecosystem.

Once you get Cybee DAO membership, you will get a ticket to the Cybee ecosystem

where you can explore various Dapps and games to play to earn. The types of Gamefi

will include the mainstream genres such as simulation games, strategy games and even

action games. As to which specific game comes out first, it is still under discussion with

our partnerships.

The API of the Cybee ecosystem will then be developed and opened to the community.

Hence all entrances of Dapps and games will be inserted in the Cybee Hall to make

smooth interconnectivity of the whole ecosystem.

As we said above, �CBD will be the currency that circulates in the whole ecosystem, so

you need to make the payment with �CBD, such as minting NFTs and trading in games.

With the development of Cybee Ecosystem, �CBD will become the value carrier of the

entire ecosystem.

Engagement

How to get Cybee DAO membership

Cybee NFT is designed as the certification of Cybee DAO membership. When you mint a

Cybee, you will also get �CBD token rewards.

It supports mint Cybee with ETH and Matic. Before you start to mint, please confirm

whether you have enough ETH or Matic.

Once you get a Cybee, INVITE TO EARN will be open for you. It is time to pose a tweet of

your Cybee on Twitter, share the I2E links to di�erent socials, then get real ETH rewards.



How to get �CBD tokens

❖ Mint Cybee NFT

❖ Purchase on Sushi Swap

❖ Invite to Earn game

❖ Join Cybee DAO activities(such as AMA, Giving Away)

❖ Become a Cybee Ambassador

How to vote in Cybee DAO Club

Cybee DAO Club is for DAO governance, where members can connect their wallet

addresses containing �CBD tokens, raise proposals, and vote on others. It is a club for

democracy and the fairness of our community. The Delegation and Supervision Council

will also be elected there. They are responsible for the transparency, honesty, and

executive force of Cybee DAO.

With the development of Cybee DAO community, the right to determine how the project

develops will be eventually given to community members. In the later stage, we will

improve the governance principles and elect DAO governance council. But because

there‘s now a small number of members participating in DAO, which may influences the

validity and rationality of voting, Cybee team has drafted a relatively brief principle for

Cybee holders:

❖ Must own at least 1 Cybee NFT per member

❖ Possess at least 1000 �CBD tokens per member

❖ The proposal will take e�ect when voted with over 0.1 billion �CBD tokens



The #DAO channel on Discord is set especially for DAO Club discussion. Any member

who raises his/her proposals in Club can inform other more members in the #DAO

channel. They can explain the reasons and concerns and convince others, which may be

helpful for members to reach a consensus on a certain proposal.

Roadmap



1 Million NFTs Distribution(300-500k Holders)

-Found Website, Discord & Socials

-Launch the 10,000 Cybee NFT mint and  �CBD token rewards

-Invite to Earn Incentive Program

-Second, Third... batches of NFT mint

-22%-36% rewards in �ETH for community members

-Cybee NFT derivatives airdrop and tones of giveaways

-Establish the biggest NFT community

Dapp and GameFi  ecosystem of Cybee and derivatives

-Personalized name of Cybee NFT

-Open Cybee NFT Gallery for the community

-Design 3D visualization of each Cybee NFT

-Design Cybee Hall (the first station in Cybee Miniverse)

-Partnerships with GameFi developers for Cybee IP

-Develop  API of Cybee ecosystem for more game manufacturers

-Launch of Cybee GameFi platform（Discover more games)

Cybee DAO

-Launch of Cybee DAO

-Cybee DAO Operation Rules comes out



-More proposals come out, Cybee DAO leads the ecosystem

-The rewards distribution in Cybee DAO community in phases

-Share marketplace Royalty Fee of NFTs

-Share copyright income of Cybee

-Share Ecosystem Dividends from Dapps and GameFi


